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Best photo editor app for android free download

Smartphone photos have picked up considerable pace over the past few years as smartphones pack more than four rear cameras and increase the number of megapixels in crazy ways. Despite the advanced sensors, some photos require touch-ups and that's where photo editing apps come into play. The default gallery app on most smartphones offers
basic photo editing features, but if you want to adjust beyond the basic features, you may need a special app to decorate your photos. With an abundance of options available there, here is a handy guide to choose from the best photo editing apps that you can find in google play store.12 best photo editing app in 2020 Photoshop ExpressPicsArt Photo Editor
YouCam Perfect Pix Photo Editor Propri rhythm photo editor. Photoshop Express With a simple and minimalist interface, Adobe Photoshop Express is a great Android photo editor for quick, easy and powerful editing on your device. It is packed with essential features such as crop, straight, rotate and flip photos. Photoshop Express has advanced tools such
as one-touch filters, an image rendering engine to handle large files like various effects, colors, autofixes, frames and panoramic photos. Its noise reduction feature can minimize unwanted grains and spots in night photos. The app is free to download and ad-free. It also provides a service to share photos on Facebook, Twitter, and other social networking
sites. Photoshop Express's special features over 80 filters for instant photo editing. Photos can be imported and edited in RAW format Perspective Correction feature to fix distorted viewpoint photos Upload edited photos instantly shared to Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and other social media websites download Adobe Photoshop Express2. PicsArt Photo
Studio with over 100 million downloads, PicsArt is one of the favorite photo editing apps out there in 2020. The reason PicsArt stands out like this is due to the sheer number of options for customizing your photos. It comes with built-in camera features and a social network to share photos. Other features include collages, draws, frames, stickers, and more.
The app is available for free with several in-app purchases, but you've had to deal with ads. A special feature of picsArt Photo Studio Brush Mode is that pics built-in camera app layer with live effects that evolve rapidly evolving AI-driven effects and built-in double exposure using adjustable transparency. Fotor Photo Editor Fotor is one of the most
recommended and best photo editing apps for Android with tons of cool features and tools to enhance images. The app offers a wide range of photo effects and filters for editing images. You can adjust brightness, exposure, contrast, and other aspects of your photos with more than 10 customizable 'Edit' features. The photo editor also allows you to make
collagesOf collage templates. The app is free to download, but it includes ads. Collage templates like Classic and Magazine4 with special features of FotorFeature Rich Photo Editor, as well as slide on screen function to instantly adjust the photo licensing platform 'Enhanced' feature. Photo Director Photo Director is a kind of multipurpose photo editor app. It
has a stylish and user-friendly interface that allows you to quickly adjust the colors and tones of your images with simple and powerful tools. The app has an in-app camera feature that allows you to apply live photo effects when snapping photos. Edit your images and share them quickly on Facebook, Flickr, and more. This Android photo editor app is free to
download with several in-app purchases and contains ads. Photo Director's special features content-enabled tools for removing photo bombers and unwanted objects. Artistic preset photo effects such as Romo, Vignette, HDR, more Dehaze tools to remove haze, fog and fog from images Photo FX5 to apply effects to certain areas of photo.
SnapseedSnapseed is a powerful Android photo editor developed by Google that carries quite a lot of features. It's free to use and ads are free. The app has an easy-to-use user-friendly interface, just tap on the screen and open any file you like. Snapseed comes with different types of filters to change the look of your photos, including 29 different tools. Once
edited, you can easily export and save the file or share it with your friends. Special features of SnapseedRAW DNG files include option 6 to save customized presets to apply them to later images that can be edited and exported as JPGNative dark theme mode with an app-selective filter brush for editing parts of images. VSCO Photo &amp; Video Editor If
you're a pro, you must have heard about the VSCO photo editing app. The popular photo editing app for Android results in 10 presets and some filters to enhance your photos almost instantly. What vsco has become one of the best photo editing apps is professional tools such as HSL and Split Tone, which we provide to users to edit photos. In addition,
VSCO also provides photographers with a platform to demonstrate their talents. Join the VSCO community. Vsco10 Free Presets special feature downloads VSCO Photo Editor 7 for instantly editing professional-level tools for editing photos. Toolwiz Photos - Pro Editor Toolwiz Photos is a gorgeous all-in-one PRO photo editor that offers 200+ powerful tools.
You can also add filters, change faces, adjust saturation, and create fun collages. This free app is endearyed with an elegant and minimalist interface. Its features and ease of use make it one of the best photo editing apps for Android. However, the app has not been updated for the past two years, so we don't expect trend filters or up-to-date content.
Toolwith's special features a large collection of photo magic filters and artMore than 200 text font 8 with selfie and face evaluator, dermablation, red eye removal, skin polishing tool shadow and mask support including bright eyes. YouCam Perfect YouCam Perfect is a handy photo editor tool for Android in 2020 that allows you to beautifully image your portrait
photos within seconds. Blur backgrounds, vignettes, and HDR effects by editing with effects and one-touch filters, photo cropping and rotating, and mosaic pixels. The app comes with a face reshaper, eye bag remover, and body slimmer to shrink your hips and make you look thinner in an instant. All in all, it can be a big consideration in case you're looking
for the best photo editing app for selfies. YourCam Perfect also has a video selfie feature. It is free to download with some in-app purchases for additional features and includes ads. YouCam Perfect Real Time's special features of skin mification effect are still features, video self-cut-out and object remover tools for instantly touching group selfies with multi-
face detection smiles to add a smile to any image 9. PixlrPixlr is the right photo editor app for everyone. There are all the tools a user needs. There are more than 2 million combinations of free effects, overlays, and filters. You can create photo collages with different layout, background, and spacing options. You can also style your photos with doodles, pencil
drawings, and ink sketches. You can share your images directly to various social networking sites. It's free to download with in-app purchases and includes ads. A special feature of PixlrOption that marks the most used effects or overlays as favorites, an auto-correction feature that automatically balances the color of the image with up to 25 photos and
various layouts, backgrounds, and spacing options 10. Photo Lab Photo Lab gives your photos a unique touch. It has a collection of more than 900 different effects such as realistic photo montages, stylish photo filters, beautiful frames, creative artistic effects, collages for multiple photos, etc. Photo editing app with simple and intuitive interface is very easy to
manage. This Android photo editor comes with all the basic tools that users may need: crop, rotate, light, sharpness and even touch up. Also, you can save your creations to the gallery, share them easily via Twitter, Facebook and Instagram, or send them as messages. It has a free version available to show ads. But the main drawback is that you will
watermark your photos when using its free version. Photo LabMore's special feature is its advanced face detection algorithm for face photo montages11 to choose from 50 preset styles for one-touch editing. Photo Editor ProLast, at least, Photo Editor Pro is another app for photo editing that users can use to make their photos beautiful. Besides basic editing
tools, the Android app features several trending tools such as adding different types of glitches to photos, funny sketchesStickers, tattoos, much more. There are all the basic editing tools such as brightness, contrast, shadows and highlights. Unlike HSL (hue, saturation and brightness are locked for the pro version), we saw in other best photo editing apps for
Android. Android users can also look forward to making collages with the app. But the highlight of the photo editor is its easy-to-use snap user interface. The app's only concern is full-screen ads that pop up more often than one expects. Download photo editor Pro12. Prisma Photo Editor The last entry in the list of the best photo editing apps for Android is
Prisma. With over 120 million downloads, this photo editor app for Android is one of the best apps to choose if you want to turn your photos into pictures. The app packs more than 300 art styles to choose from to unleash your creativity on your photos. Also, prima photo editing app also offers new art filters every day, you have something new to look forward
to every day. Special features of Prisma Photo Editing AppAdvanced Photo Enhancement Mode daily new art style Prima Community Prima download Prisma Photo Editor to share your work and introduce your talents Prima Photo Editor With the app above, you can convert your photos by artistic masterpiece. You can choose a photo editing app according
to your requirements. For example, if you're creating a collage, we recommend using PicsArt or Pixlr. Similarly, if you want to add a fun effect to your selfie, try YouCam Perfect or Prisma. Have you found this list of the best Android photo editor apps of 2020? Below.
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